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Facts Denmark
Major Office Locations
• Copenhagen, Aarhus, Odense
Airports Served
• Copenhagen, Billund

Ports Served
• Copenhagen, Aarhus, Fredericia,
Kalundborg and Aalborg
Certifications
• ISO 9001:2008
• Dangerous Goods/Hazmat License
• GDP Certification
• QEP Certified

About Agility
Agility Denmark is well positioned to serve customers in the life sciences
and project logistic industries. Customers benefit from full visibility into their
freight through Agility's technology-forward solutions. Applications allow
customers to track their shipments, freight flows, and financials.
Our cold supply chain capabilities include temperature controlled
transportation and warehousing. Expertise in project logistics, fairs & events,
cruise line logistics and contract logistics.

Head Office
Agility A/S
Stamholmen 70
2650 Hvidovre
Denmark
+45 70 10 20 66

Services
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Freight
Ocean Freight
Road Freight
Project Logistics
Chemical Logistics
Warehousing & Distribution

Denmark

Customer Examples
World-class warehouse manages suppliers, consolidates cargo for oil and
gas company
Agility’s client, an oil & gas company, had successfully developed the field’s thin
reservoirs across vast distances. It had difficulty managing its European
suppliers of goods and equipment. Garbled communications and lack of an
efficient control system led to delivery delays and escalating costs. We brought
order to the process by managing all European suppliers and consolidating
cargo in Esbjerg, where we operate a world-class warehouse. From that
warehouse, we could ensure that suppliers meet uniform cargo readiness,
customs documentation and cargo-marking standards. We also established
checkpoints and pickups to keep track of all supplier movements in real time.

Fully GDP-certified warehouse ensures compliant pharma shipping from
India to Europe
A global pharmaceutical company with a wide base of contract manufacturers
in India was having multiple challenges sending its finished products to Europe
under cold-chain compliant conditions. The biggest problem was lack of GDPcompliant facilities and equipment. The company also wanted to improve its
container utilization rate and implement a reliable deconsolidation service
model for product distribution in Europe. Utilizing our Pharmaceutical
Competency Center at Nhava Sheva Port in Mumbai, Agility manages and
oversees supply from point-of-order to delivery. Shipments are transported
using LCL consolidated ocean freight service before final distribution by a
temperature-controlled trucking network. As an added distinction, the fully
GDP-certified facility in India is also customs bonded.
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